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The sense of being part of a community 
is important for livelihood and sense of 
inclusion for any individual. However, 
many people who may have not been in 
prior contact with individuals with autism 
spectrum disorder (ASD), or related 
disabilities may be lacking understanding 
and awareness about the disorder or how 
to ensure that individuals with ASD feel 
comfortable and welcomed. Moreover, the complexity and range of how ASD 
is represented across individuals leaves many unprepared in how to explain 
it, especially if a difficult situation is already in progress.  The informational 
cards included in this set can help to quickly inform about ASD and serve as 
a reminder for future interactions.

Information Card:
Within emergency or crisis situations, 
individuals with ASD may have difficulty 
responding using social communication skills. 
These individuals are at greater risk of becoming 
apprehensive, anxious, non-compliant, 
and aggressive. Being aware of common 
characteristics, strengths, and challenges 
associated with ASD as well as strategies 
for working with individuals with ASD can help minimize potential risks and while 
increasing the odds of a positive interaction. 

This two-sided informational card was created for use by support and security 
personnel. It provides a brief overview of the main diagnostic criteria of ASD and 
easy-to-follow strategies that could aid communication with individuals with ASD and 
reduce their stress to ensure their comfort level and de-escalate situations if needed.

Scenarios for Information Cards:
Carry the card with you at all times (e.g., on the provided lanyard, in your wallet, 
or card holder) and consult the easy-to-follow 
strategies as needed for reference on what to do in 
such situations. Make sure that you review what to 
do and what not to do (e.g., staying calm and avoid 
threatening behavior or language) in advance of 
such situations. 

Consider options marked as Use, Give, or Allow 
that will help individuals process the situations. It 
is important to remember to keep communication 
simple and direct, while providing specific praise for the desired behavior. For 
example, if an individual sits down at your request, say “Great job sitting down!”... 
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Remember that an individual with ASD may not answer a question directly or do what you ask them on 
the first request. They may need additional time to process, though their behavior appear intentionally 
obstinate. Sometimes, such processing may result in them talking about something that calms them 
down or behaviors that seem different (e.g., rocking, screaming, pressing hands to ears).

This Individual Has Autism and I Have 
Autism Cards:
Although there have been many positive changes in 
autism awareness and acceptance in recent years, many 
individuals with ASD may face uncomfortable or confusing 
questions about ASD and/or judgments of their behaviors 
in public. Serving as an advocate for an individual with 
ASD and educating the community can help increase their 
awareness and acceptance.

This back-to-back informational card provides basic 
information about ASD, as well as strategies and 
suggestions on how to make the community inclusive and supportive. These types of cards are intended 
to be shared by family members or individuals themselves.

Scenarios for “This Individual Has Autism” 
Card:
A common situation that many parents or caregivers face is their child 
with ASD is having a moment of misbehavior in a community setting. 
Parents/caregivers may hear negative judgments or even be asked to 
leave the location. 

To help community members understand what may be going on, carry 
a set of cards in your wallet to share in those challenging situations or 
as desired. 

If you are making plans, like a family gathering or religious service, 
consider providing these cards to all attendees in advance and have 
extra available.

My Friend with Autism Bookmark:
Children at school, on the bus, at the park may notice right away if their 
friend with ASD behaves differently. But they might not know how to 
act towards them. 

This bookmark gives a brief and friendly description of ASD in a way 
that is relatable and accessible for peers of children with ASD.

Scenarios for Using a Bookmark:
If your child with ASD will be joining a new group (e.g., class, 
neighborhood, or camp), bring these bookmarks to introduce peers to 
ASD. 

During your visit, you can offer to answer questions. In your answers, focus on the child’s abilities and 
strengths, while presenting their potential challenges in a positive light.
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I Have Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
Hi! My name is ____________________________, 

but I prefer to be called _________________________.

I have ASD or autism. Autism is a neurological disorder that may impair my ability to:
 • communicate with people around,
 • understand or follow through with directions, or
 • respond to questions.

Loud noises, being touched by people I do not know, or other sensory input may cause anxiety or upset 
that may lead to misbehavior.

This behavior is NOT my refusal to cooperate or my disinterest in following directions. Rather, it is my 
reaction to stressful social, communication, and other interactions. Look at the back of this card for 
strategies that will help us communicate.

Please contact the person below, who can confirm identity, if needed, and answer any questions.

_________________________________________________________________________
Contact Person Phone #

HANDSinAutism.iupui.edu   |   hands@iupui.edu
HANDS in Autism®
Interdisciplinary Training & Resource Center

Strategies to Practice:
Use  • Simple and concrete sentences

 • Visually presented instructions to cue expectations
 • Body to block harmful behaviors

Give  • Options when possible
 • Extra time for processing
 • Praise for appropriate actions

Allow  • Choices of how to complete the requested action
 • Extra time for processing

Avoid  • Physical contact if not needed
 • Reprimands of undesirable behaviors
 • Talking about individuals in their presence

Ask  • Caregiver(s) about specific tips and/or considerations for the 
individual with ASD

©2013-2018 HANDS in Autism® Interdisciplinary Training & Resource Center. All rights reserved.

PEOPLE WITH ASD MAY:
COMMUNICATION & 
SOCIAL SKILLS

REPETITIVE BEHAVIORS & 
SENSORY SENSITIVITIES

Individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) face daily challenges. Being aware 
of ASD characteristics and using simple strategies can signi�cantly improve your 
interactions and increase compliance.

 • Repeat others’ comments or be 
nonverbal

 • Misunderstand �gures of speech or 
simple gestures

 • Need concrete or step-by-step 
instructions

 • Fail to answer “wh” questions
 • Have limited or no eye contact
 • Lack an appropriate sense of fear or 

awareness of surroundings
 • Misunderstand others’ emotions or 

perspectives

 • Focus on repetitive topics, parts of 
objects, or movements

 • Become upset with movement from 
one activity or task to another or 
(sudden) changes within typically 
established routines

 • Have unusual responses to touch, 
sounds, smells, lights, or tastes

 • Engage in self-injurious behaviors
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This Individual Has Autism 
Have you noticed any behaviors that seem socially unacceptable? Such behaviors are not the fault of an 
individual or his/her family, but rather connected to autism spectrum disorder (ASD) – a neurological 
disorder that affects 1-2% of the population. Here are some ways to support this individual in learning 
and becoming a part of the community! 

Individuals with ASD may have difficulties knowing how to:
 • Act in social settings
 • Communicate needs, especially when stressed
 • Cope with sensations in their environment, like crowds, lights, or noises

You can help as a PART of their support network by being:
Positive and understanding when seeing unexpected behaviors. Do not reprimand the individual or 
their caretaker.

Aware of the disorder and difficulties these individuals may have in different or new situations.

Reasonable in your expectations of what an individual or his/her family should do to promote increased 
opportunities for inclusion and connections. A supportive word or action can brighten their day!

Tolerant and accepting of differences to help individuals with ASD and families alike. Individuals with 
ASD can be a great addition to any community when given a chance!

Strategies to Practice:
Use  • Simple and concrete sentences

 • Visually presented instructions to cue expectations
 • Body to block harmful behaviors

Give  • Options when possible
 • Extra time for processing
 • Praise for appropriate actions

Allow  • Choices of how to complete the requested action
 • Extra time for processing

Avoid  • Physical contact if not needed
 • Reprimands of undesirable behaviors
 • Talking about individuals in their presence

Ask  • Caregiver(s) about specific tips and/or considerations for the 
individual with ASD

©2013-2018 HANDS in Autism® Interdisciplinary Training & Resource Center. All rights reserved.
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• Say things over and over 

• Have trouble sharing and 
playing with others 

• Act like they can’t hear you 

• Move their bodies in ways 
that look different (such as 
rocking back and forth or 
flapping their arms or hands) 

• Have difficulty understanding 
your feelings 

• Become upset when even 
small things change 

• Want to only play or talk 
about things they like 

• Struggle with bright lights or 
loud sounds
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Patience can help your friend 
become more comfortable. 
Don’t be in a hurry to do 
something new right away! Give 
your friend extra time and do 
some of what they want to do.

Actively help your friend 
learn how to play games or do 
something new. Also try to get 
their attention before you talk to 
them.

Learn about areas, activities, 
games, or topics your friend 
may enjoy. Do some things 
they enjoy and share things you 
enjoy to help your friend learn 
something new.

Say nice things to them, like 
“Great move” when you are 
playing a game
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